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KDE 3.1.2
KDE is a powerful Open Source graphical desktop environment
for Unix workstations. It combines ease of use, contemporary
functionality, and outstanding graphical design with the tech-
nological superiority of the Unix operating system. KDE 3.1.2 is
a maintenance release for the third generation of the most
advanced and powerful free desktop for GNU/Linux, which
provides corrections of problems and know bugs.

The source package can easily be compiled onto your system
and included on the CD are all the necessary updated libraries.

Reading through the magazine you will see that the KDE
project keeps appearing. With this update you can keep your
system at the forefront of development and benefit form the
latest tools and features. For those who are already using a
recent 3.x version, this package enhances some functions but
also provides the latest security fixes.

Recovery is possible
Recovery Is Possible (RIP) is a floppy boot/rescue/backup
system. It supports many filesystem types (such as reiserfs,
ext2/3, XFS, JFS, UFS, MS DOS, umsdos, and vfat) and
contains utilities for system recovery. It might also be possible
to install and boot it from a LS-120 floppy drive.

The bootable cd image rip-53.iso.bin can be written to a
cd/dvd disk, using cdrecord/dvdrecord etc. The kernel has IDE
and SCSI support. The kernel also has RAID and Ether-
net/cable/dsl networking support.

GIMP 1.2.5
GIMP is an acronym for GNU Image Manipulation Program. It
is a freely distributed program for such tasks as photo retouch-
ing, image composition and image authoring.

It is an extremely capable piece of software with many capa-
bilities. It can be used as a simple paint program, a expert

quality photo retouching program, an online batch processing
system, a mass production image renderer, a image format
converter, etc. 

GIMP is extremely expandedable and extensible. It is
designed to be augmented with plugins and extensions to do
just about anything. The advanced scripting interface allows
everything from the simplest task to the most complex image
manipulation procedures to be easily scripted. Version 1.2.5 is
the latest stable release.

Galeon 1.3.5
Galeon is a GNOME Web browser based on gecko (the mozilla
rendering engine). It's fast, it has a light interface, and it is fully
standards-compliant. 

The latest version 1.3.5 "It's not dead, it's resting" has the
following upgrades:
• Works with Mozilla 1.3.x, 1.4a, 1.4b, 1.4rc1 and trunk,
• Added popup-blocking controls (white-listing etc),
• Shift-Click to download is back,
• Clone Tab is back,
• Button to launch certificate manager in pref dialog back,
• Various bug fixes,
• FAQ Updated to reflect some common new 1.3.x questions.

Cerberus IDS 0.0.4
The Cerberus Intrusion Detection System is designed to work
as a 24/7 administrator. If there is something in the logs that it
does not like, or it notices something that is not supposed to be
there, it will sets up a firewall until a real administrator can
come and handle it. 

You can think of cIDS almost as a junior administrator: it can
look for problems in the system, but once it finds them it must
tell the actual administrator so that a long term solution can be
initiated without further delay. ■


